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Steven Levitt, the original rogue economist, and Stephen
Dubner have spent four years uncovering the hidden
side of even more controversial subjects, from terrorism
to shark attacks, cable TV to hurricanes. The result is
Superfreakonomics . It reveals, among other things: why
you are more likely to be killed walking drunk than
driving drunk; how a prostitute is more likely to sleep
with a policeman than be arrested by one; why terrorists
might be easier to track down than you would imagine;
and, how a sex change could boost your salary. Because
sometimes the most superfreaky solution is the simplest.

Do you want to download or read a book? - Today's era is all about World Wide Web. A
successful business needs online reputation, to reach a wide range of customers. And to
achieve this SEO is the best solution.Search engine optimization is all about attracting
web traffic to your website. SEO is important for small scale businesses also so as to
become popular on the internet.SEO practices for small scale businesses increases the
local and worldwide reach. SEO practices can make you reputable and pull in more
visitors and thus give higher rankings with increased profits. Here are some best SEO
practices to boost your credibility, ranking and authority in your niche which will appeal
your users and of course the search engines:1. Quality content:Don't copy recycle, avoid
overstuffing make it to the point. Content is the king of your website so make it
exclusive. Use short and simple language because people scan your website they don't
read it. Make use of lists, paragraphs, images, videos. Make it attractive. Keep on
updating your content.2. Social media:Interacting regularly on Facebook, Twitter,
Pinterest, Google+ would give better returns on the search engines.3. Long tail
keywords:These are less commonly used, so less competition thus gives u targeted
audience. Use their search as your keywords.4. Go mobile:Statistics has shown 9 out of
10 people make use of their smart phones to browse the internet. So make your website
responsive. Optimize your website to mobile devices to get potential visitors this will not
keep you behind.5. MetaTags: Nice Meta descriptions will act as hook, bring you more
customers leaving behind other searches. Writing your address and contact with simple

and focused keywords will be more effective than overstuffing with lots of keywords. 6.
Do it Different:Do it innovatively and make it creative with new facts and new ideas.
Make it look different and attractive to get large number of visitors.7. Back links: To own
a great website use back links. The more number of back links higher is the rank on the
search engines. Back links improves SEO ranking.8. Stay current: Keep your website
updated keep it fresh. Post things on your website often. Update your website at least
once a week. This attracts visitors don't make it static.9. Content marketing: Currently
content marketing is way for top branding and marketing. And that's why sites like
Wikipedia have ruled the search engines since years. Content marketing will not only
improve your search ranking but also establish a brand for your business.10.
Pictures:Adding pictures to your website is very effective. This is because you will not
only be found on general search but also in the image search of the search engines. These
SEO practices can definitely increase your authority to be found on the search engines.
Using these practices will make you wonders and enlarge your small business widely
with large number of loyal visitors. These practices will help you to survive in this
technological evolution and competition. - Read a book or download
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Superfreakonomics pdf kaufen? - Have you had it with your audience sleeping on you?
Are you fed up with presenting to groans, moans, and snores? If presenting in front of a
group is part of your career, it pays to know how to avoid this deadly fate.I have to break
it to you.It could have something to do with your presentation.If your presentation is
monotone, stiff, and tedious you are part of the problem. And this isn't all bad news. If
you're part of the problem, you can also become part of the cure.Many audiences are
overwhelmed and overworked. Smart people who are just too busy running from
presentation to presentation to really be able to focus on what's going on.That's where
you come in.When you give a dynamic, upbeat presentation of critical information, you
can change the direction of this downward slide. The change, the cure starts with
you.Let's look at the critical pieces of shifting from dull presentation delivery - to
dynamic "WOW" storytelling.Decide To Be DynamicIt sounds funny at first. But when
you decide to be dynamic, what happens? You take charge. You're no longer willing to
just give a ho-hum presentation.Your decision and intention sets the direction. Even if

you don't really know how yet, you're heading in the right direction.Show The Visual
PictureThe human brain is dominantly visual. When you show pictures, photos, charts
and diagrams, you are appealing to visual understanding. Approximately 80% of the
population prefers to see the picture of a solution. Are you sure you don't want to add
visuals to your presenting? Of course you do!Don't worry. You don't have to be an artist
to pull this off. If you want to be more effective in visual communicating, you can learn
how right now.One of the best online resources is a new Visual Storytelling course. It
includes tons of practical tips on visual presentation design. Check it out if you want to
appeal to the majority of people in your audience. It could easily help you get a fresh start
on your presentation.Vary Your Communication StyleAs you know, different people like
to communicate in different ways.Some folks are highly auditory and prefer to talk things
through. Others are extremely visual, and won't relate to your topic unless they see a
picture. Others prefer to be hands-on, and want to work with models and prototypes.If
you only communicate in one style, you're likely to miss a lot of the people in your
audience. Make the extra effort to communicate using all three modalities. This will help
you connect with each person in your audience.These are small shifts that will lead to a
big change in direction. When you change how you present, you will change how people
respond to you.Just imagine: no more snoozing participants!Find out how to keep people
awake and at the edge of their seats. Guarantee your story attracts clients and prospects. Download quickly, without registration

